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Release date: 21 May 2019 

CARDIFF AVIATION SECURES FAA REPAIR STATION APPROVAL 

The Federal Aviation Authority has issued Cardiff Aviation with approval to act as a Part-145 

Air Repair Station.  

The MRO will now be permitted to provide airframe and powerplant repairs on aircraft used 

by operators regulated by the US national aviation authority. 

With Cardiff Aviation already holding EASA Part-145 approval, the company now has the 

capability to repair and maintain both European and American-registered aircraft. 

Joachim Jones, CEO, Cardiff Aviation, says: “Since January we have seen a significant 

increase in aircraft inputs through our maintenance hangars, and now with our FAA 

approval, we’re looking forward to the opportunity to attract even more business.” 

In anticipation of additional aircraft inputs, Cardiff Aviation is also planning to grow its 100-

strong engineering staff, with a particular focus on technicians type-rated on the Airbus 320 

and Boeing 737 family of jets. 

Jones says: “We have the capability to work on anything up to a B757, but we see major 

opportunities within the medium-range narrow-body market. There are very few independent 

MROs left in the UK so with our facilities, we’re well-placed to support airlines who either 

need additional capacity or a permanent reliable maintenance partner.”  

ends 

Notes to editor: 

Cardiff Aviation is a fully-approved and certified MRO and pilot training company based at St Athan - 
Cardiff Airport Aerospace Enterprise Zone in South Wales, United Kingdom.  

Operating from a former RAF maintenance base equipped with 6,000ft ILS runway and parking for up 
to 20 narrow-bodied airliners, Cardiff Aviation can conduct MRO work on aircraft of almost any size, 
including Boeing 757s and Airbus 320s.   

For more information contact James Boley or Mike Keeler at Garnett Keeler PR on +44 (0)20 8647 
4467 or james.boley@garnettkeeler.com / mike.keeler@garnettkeeler.com 
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